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Abstract
The background to this article is the controversy caused in 1980s South Korea when some theologians accused Yonggi Cho’s Full Gospel theology of syncretizing “shamanism” with Christianity. In this article, I shall problematize the use of both “shamanism” and “Pentecostalism” in this controversy. Instead, I shall set the episode in the wider context of what might be called Korean traditional religion, which has an animistic cosmology. By pointing to an affinity between Korean Protestantism more generally and Korean traditional religion that goes back at least to the 1907 Korean Revival, I shall argue that the Pentecostal–Charismatic and the liberationist strands of Korean Protestantism together represent a developing understanding of what it means to do Christian theology in the context of animism – or in a land of many spirits.
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Introduction
The background to this article is the controversy caused in 1980s South Korea when some theologians accused Yonggi Cho’s Full Gospel theology of syncretizing “shamanism” with Christianity. There were two main sources of criticism: David Kwang-Sun Suh and the Christian Academy, a leading forum of Minjung theology, and the University of Birmingham doctoral dissertation of Boo-Woong Yoo. These accusations were repeated by Western scholars of Pentecostalism writing in German and English. Walter Hollenweger concluded that “shamanism has been the central force shaping the development of Korean Pentecostalism”.

1. Kirsteen Kim is Professor of Theology and World Christianity at Leeds Trinity University, UK. Among her monographs are: The Holy Spirit in the World (Orbis 2007) and A History of Korean Christianity (Cambridge 2014). She is the editor of Mission Studies—journal of the International Association for Mission Studies—and an editor of the Brill book series Theology and Mission in World Christianity.


shamanic practice into a Christian ritual” in Yoido Full Gospel Church.\(^5\)

In this article, I shall problematize the use of both “shamanism” and “Pentecostalism” in this controversy. On the basis of my research on the Korean context from both historical and religious studies perspectives,\(^6\) more than 30 years on I shall tease out some misunderstandings that contributed to the allegations of syncretism. Rather than revisiting that debate, I shall set the episode in the wider context of what might be called Korean traditional religion, which has an animistic cosmology. By pointing to an affinity between Korean Protestantism more generally and Korean traditional religion that goes back at least to the 1907 Korean Revival, I shall argue that the Pentecostal–Charismatic and the liberationist strands of Korean Protestantism together represent a developing understanding of what it means to do Christian theology in the context of animism – or in a land of many spirits.

Korean Pentecostalism as “Shamanism”: A Misguided Accusation

The Siberian shaman “archaic techniques of ecstasy” that were the basis of the development of the term “shamanism” by Mircea Eliade\(^7\) may be the origin of Korean shaman practices.\(^8\) However, in the Korean Peninsula, shamanic practice became fused with other traditions and adapted for pastoral life. Shamans interceded with the heavenly powers for prosperity of the land, cure of disease and sending off the soul of the deceased as part of what James Grayson calls “Korean primal religion”.\(^9\)

As “primal religion” is wider than shamanism, “animism”, as defined in the nineteenth century by Edward Tylor to mean “belief in many spirits”\(^10\) should also be distinguished from it. Shamanism refers primarily to a particular technique for interacting with the spirit-world. When Tylor introduced the term “animism” into studies of culture, he put it at the base of his developmental pyramid of human thought, which culminated in modern science. However it is being revived in contemporary religious studies, in which, as Graham Harvey explains, it carries two meanings. The first is Tylor’s “belief in many spirits” – although, instead of being seen as inherent in all religion, animism tends to be used over against other “world” religions that have a universal spirit or god. In the second meaning it refers to “the animation of the world by spiritual beings”, respect between “persons” of different species, or “beliefs about spirits”. It is useful because it describes a cosmology that appears to be widespread among pre-historic peoples, and among rural and indigenous peoples today. It assumes that the world is “a community of living persons, all deserving respect, and therefore to ways of inculcating good relations between persons of different species”. This usage lends itself to a “radically emplaced” or environmentalist spirituality.\(^11\)

---

As far as can be known, Koreans shared such animistic belief in a world of “spirits”.12 The spirits could be classified as gods, ancestors and ghosts. The gods included elements of nature as well as folk heroes, kings, generals and dragons. Ancestors were generally benevolent, unless they were not treated with the right respect or they had died an untimely or tragic death.13 In the latter case, they could be ghosts, a category that includes other mostly malevolent spirits.14 Spirits inhabit the air, the earth and the water and also hide in the house.15 With less specificity, but also less risk of offence, this pre-historic religion could also be referred to as Korean traditional, indigenous or folk religion. It was concerned with obtaining the power of the gods, dealing with harassment by aggrieved spirits, assuaging the greed of the ancestors and creating harmony within conflicting forces. Maintaining harmonious relations with the spirits and ancestors was not only the responsibility of the shaman; it was integral to everyday life for everyone through totems, shrines, rituals, charms, divination and so on.16 But shamans were deemed to have a special ability to commune with the spirits and intervene in the spirit world. In ancient times, the shamans were mostly men of the ruling classes, who had political and juridical as well as ritual power, although there were also women shamans. However, from the fourth and fifth centuries, the people of the Korean peninsula were attracted to the religions of Buddhism and Confucianism because they seemed to offer greater power over the spirit-world than their indigenous faith.17 The latter was despised publically as “superstition” by both the Buddhist elites, who were dominant until 1392, and also by the neo-Confucians who took tight control of Korean society after them.18 The traditional religion, including shaman practices, gradually became marginalized and was reduced to the activity of mainly women specialists, who practised mostly in private.19 The condemnation of shamanism as “superstition” by elites was continued by Catholic and Protestant Christians20 and by modern governments.21 Today, the shaman (mudang) either inherits her ability or is recognized as having charismatic power after prolonged suffering or “disease of the spirit” which compels her to submit to the demands of the spirits.22 Her chief role is solving problems in domestic life and family relations, or giving advice on

12. There are significant historiographical difficulties with recovering the nature of indigenous religions as they existed in pre-history. See, for example, Jens Peter Schødt, “Reflections on Some Problems in Dealing with Indigenous Religions of the Past”, in James L. Cox (ed.), Critical Reflections on Indigenous Religions (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013), pp. 29–47.
21. The shamans were belittled and persecuted by the Japanese colonial government and shamanistic practice was suppressed by President Park Chung-hee’s military-backed government of the 1960s and 70s in the name of modernization. Laurel Kendall, Shamans, Nostalgias, and the IMF: South Korean Popular Religion in Motion (Honolulu, HI: University of Hawaii Press, 2009), p. 10.
how to improve the family’s well-being or fortunes. If matters are serious, she performs a dance to the beat of drums known as a gut that releases han – the pent-up feelings caused by injustice – and produces an outburst of energy that resolves the emotions. In addition, the charismatic shaman may approach the angry ghosts or playful spirits and allow them to possess her. In a trance-like state she communicates messages and instructions from the ancestors or gods to enable the family to placate them by changed behaviour or giving of gifts to the shaman.23

Shamanism is not institutionalized and it is not recognized as a religion in the Korean census; its practice is largely restricted to the private sphere. Because the private is the domain to which women were traditionally restricted, some feminist theologians have acclaimed shamanism as a source of feminine power and a resource for an alternative women’s theology.24 However, in Korea the shamans are almost universally despised – by women as well as men. Shaman practices are the “waste disposal” of the religious world – a way of dealing with the unmentionable, the abnormal and the irrational, which are not countenanced in the ordered world of public life.25 So, although Western commentators tended to equate shamanism with charismatic leadership in a Weberian sense or with giftedness in a Pentecostal sense, caution needs to be exercised because the shaman is not usually a popular leader. Moreover, the shaman’s special abilities are understood within a different cosmology.26

This analysis of shamanism raises some problems for the reading of Korean Pentecostalism as shamanism in the 1980s. First, “shamanism” was being used as a term of abuse, which is unacceptable from the perspective of religious and feminist studies. This was the case in Korea at least. In the West attitudes varied: Hollenweger’s use of “shamanism” was critical; but although Jürgen Moltmann assumed Cox was condemning Cho for syncretizing Christianity with shamanism, Cox maintained that he intended to be affirming of Yonggi Cho’s ministry.27 Secondly, shamanism was a misnomer; what was referred to came under the broader category of Korean traditional religion or animism. A third problem is that Yonggi Cho explicitly rejected any spirits that did not confess Jesus Christ.28 Fourth, his theology appeared to have more in common with US Pentecostals, especially Oral Roberts.29

While he was criticized for “shamanism”, Cho was at the same time implicated in criticism of “prosperity theology” in the USA which caused the Assemblies of God to distance itself from preaching a gospel of “wealth and health”. However, Cho refused to do the same and withdrew his church from the US denomination in 1981, causing a three-way split in the Korean denomination.

Both criticism of shamanism and of prosperity theology were involved in the decision of the dominant Presbyterian Church of Korea in 1983 to declare that Cho had a “pseudo-Christianity”. They also accused him of corruption, and they forbade their members to associate with him.

The 1907 Korean Revival and the “Holy Spirit Movement”: Protestantism in the Context of Animism

The previous section shows that the accusations of the 1980s of an affinity between Korean “shamanism” and “Pentecostalism” were problematic from both religious studies and theological perspectives. This section argues that they were also problematic historically because of confusion about what was meant by “Pentecostalism” in the Korean context. Instead it points to a broader encounter between Korean traditional religion – or animism – and aspects of Korean Protestantism as a whole that go back before the 1907 Korean Revival.

The first Pentecostal congregations in Korea were founded in 1933 through the agency of single Western women, but Protestantism had been practised in the peninsula from the late 1870s. The first Protestant missionaries, who were Presbyterian and Methodist, entered in 1885. At that time there was a pervasive belief in spirits, a strong folk religiosity and a tendency to recourse to the shaman. The first Protestant missionaries, who were Presbyterian and Methodist, were anxious to attract a mass movement, so they expressed the Christian faith with respect to these popular Korean traditions rather than the Chinese-oriented Confucianism of the state, which they resisted, and the dominant religion of Buddhism, which they rejected as “derelict”. To some Koreans, Christianity was attractive because it appeared to offer alternative sources of power, including political power to defeat China, Russia, Western powers and Japan (which threatened the country on all sides), realize independence, and modernize the nation. Moreover, progressives were anxious to harness the religious power of the missionaries as well as the powers of education and Western medicine to which they had access.

Despite their support for Korean traditions, the beliefs in spirits and the powers of the shamans caused

---


There was a connection between these charges since fear of contamination by New Age spiritualities, which included shamanism, was part of the reason the Assemblies of God distanced itself from “prosperity theology”. Allan H. Anderson, “The Contribution of David Yonggi Cho to a Contextual Theology in Korea”, *Journal of Pentecostal Theology* 12.1 (2003), pp. 85–105 (here pp. 89–91).


For more detail, see Kim, *History and Theology of Korean Pentecostalism*, pp. 185–7.


The history of Catholicism in Korea is a century longer. For further detail, see Kim and Kim, *A History of Korean Christianity*.

Oak, *The Making of Korean Christianity*, p. 16.

problems for the first Protestant missionaries. They rejected them both as “polytheism” and “superstition” and tended to use the pejorative term “shamanism” to cover them all. They rejected them both as “polytheism” and “superstition” and tended to use the pejorative term “shamanism” to cover them all.37 Converts were required to destroy anything connected with the old religion. Missionaries worried that superstitious belief carried over into Korean Christianity, especially women’s faith, in the form of fear of spirits, use of Christian objects as talismans or hymns as incantations, and belief in good and bad luck.38 It is true that some of the “bible women” or women evangelists were former shamans or, like them, took on their role after prolonged suffering or “disease of the spirit”.39 Moreover, in many respects they occupied the role of shamans in counselling, advising, healing and dealing with troublesome spirits. However, the activities of the bible women are better understood as functional substitutes for traditional rituals.40 To those who feared the spirit-world they offered a greater power, the Holy Spirit, to address problems.41

Despite their concerns about superstition, such was the strength of Korean belief in many spirits that several missionaries revised their theology of religions to take account of it. They not only likened Korean beliefs to those in the New Testament but some accepted that spirit possession was a reality and performed exorcisms.42 Since they were recorded in the New Testament, evil spirits could be incorporated into the Protestant worldview but, unlike the shaman’s negotiation with, or appeasement of, the spirits, Christian exorcists regarded them all as demonic.43 There was a power encounter between missionary Christianity and shamanism in which “Christ was presented to Koreans as the most powerful shaman mudang – both a mediator and a spirit”. But this was part of a wider encounter with animism in which the Holy Spirit was invoked as the “Great Spirit”, Hananim, who was more powerful than any others.44 Hananim was the god of Dangun, the legendary king and founder of Korea and an important deity in shamanistic practices.45 The early missionaries agreed that a belief in many spirits underlay Korean religiosity.46

The Korean Revival of 1903–7 was characterized by emotional confession of sins, simultaneous loud

39. See the example of Deaconess Chang in Harvey, Six Korean Women, pp. 205–34.
prayer, outbreaks of ecstatic behaviour and incidents of demon-possession and exorcism.\textsuperscript{47} This revival was “the Korean Pentecost” which in many respects formed the Korean church and its devotional practices.\textsuperscript{48} These included the dimension of Christian spirituality described as \textit{gibok sinang} or “faith in blessings”. This is the expectation of health and wealth as a result of faith, and is the aspect of Korean Christianity which is most readily linked with shamanism.\textsuperscript{49} But its concern with material well-being and its popular practices are more broadly characteristic of animism. The revival in Korea did not directly result in Korean Pentecostal churches. Instead it realized a charismatic dimension to the existing Presbyterian and Methodist churches in the peninsula. Through it, the churches became distinctively Korean. Although some missionaries were influenced by the global revivals associated with the Holiness and emerging Pentecostal movements, the Korean Revival should be understood as an indigenous religious response to the Christian gospel.\textsuperscript{50} This response took place at a time of national crisis when Korea’s traditional protector China was weakened and other powers took advantage of this. Korean Protestants signalled that they were pro-nationalist and linked themselves with ethnic nationalism\textsuperscript{51} when they adopted the name \textit{Hananim} for God. Although, Western missionaries and Korean church leaders tried to direct church members’ attention to “spiritual matters” and away from the political turmoil which resulted in the annexation of the country by Japan in 1910, the revival took on material and political significance. The Revival encouraged a hope for the restoration of the nation within the coming of the kingdom of God. Personal repentance and righteousness was connected theologically to national calamity and the struggle for justice.\textsuperscript{52} Protestantism gained a popular appeal as an intellectual and social reform movement as well as a religious one, and Protestantism became politically charged.\textsuperscript{53}

\textit{The Maternal and Paternal Holy Spirit Movement}


The Korean theologian and scholar of religions Tong-sik Ryu pioneered a historical overview of the development of Korean theology that included reflection on the 1907 Revival, or the “Holy Spirit Movement”. Using the yin-yang perspective that sees all aspects of life as part of dualities characterized by gender differences, he argued that Korean spirituality has two strands: maternal and paternal. These correspond respectively to folk religiosity, or animism, on the one hand and the Confucian form of Korean religion on the other. Ryu argued theologically that both the “maternal” movement of popular religious revivalism and a “paternal” movement of national revitalization and social reform could be seen as arising from the Revival and therefore constituted a single “Holy Spirit Movement”. Ryu traced these strands through holiness revivals in the 1920s and 30s on the one hand and the Protestant nationalism that inspired the 1919 independence movement and other resistance to Japanese rule on the other.

When Pentecostalism entered Korea in the late 1920s, it capitalized on the pre-war holiness revivals and also claimed the heritage of the 1907 Revival. So Korean Pentecostalism, understood not in terms of global Pentecostalism but from within the Korean revival tradition, appeared as a new form of “maternal” Holy Spirit Movement. Whereas the paternal movement was concerned with institutional life, politics and modernity, the maternal addressed to a greater extent the traditional religiosity of Korea.

Although Korean Pentecostal growth and vigour can be explained by many other reasons apart from its religious context, such as US cultural influence and anti-communism in the context of the Cold War, the widely held view is that neo-Pentecostalism thrived in the folk religious context, which proved especially amenable to the neo-liberal framework of belief in the economic context of developing South Korea. In this sense, Cox is right in making Korea an example of the affinity between Pentecostalism and “primal spirituality”. However, although the context of neo-liberalism was new, as we have seen, the encounter of Christianity with animism goes back much further than the arrival of Pentecostal Christians in Korea. Nor was Pentecostalism the only, or the largest, form of Christianity supporting engagement with neo-liberalism. Mainline Protestant mega-churches were also doing that as they supported modernization. As the economy and the churches grew simultaneously, not only Pentecostals but many South Korean Christians came to regard faith and material blessing as two sides of the same coin. Yoo and Minjung theologians used “Pentecostal” to


refer not only to the denomination but more widely to this popular Korean Protestantism or Evangelicalism. Although critical of Cho’s Pentecostalism, Ryu continued his historical analysis into the 1980s in an attempt to reconcile the theological extremes of popular Protestantism and the *Minjung* movement. *Minjung* theologians opposed the military-backed governments that were driving economic development on grounds of civil and human rights. They claimed the support of the people or masses (*minjung*) against the structural evils of capitalism and dictatorship. They criticized mainline Christians for quietism when they did not take the kind of political action against military-backed governments that the *Minjung* theologians thought they should. The two strands were particularly divided by the polarized situation on the Korean peninsula, as illustrated by the fact that North Korea also accused Christians of shamanistic superstition. From the *Minjung* perspective, the Holy Spirit movement in Korea could be traced back to historical movements for liberation such as the Imsul Farmers’ Revolt of 1862–3 and the Donghak Rebellion of 1894, which were inspired by the teaching of Je-u Choe about a new society of peace and social equality by the power of the Great Spirit, *Hananim*. This action culminated in the 1907 Revival and continued in the resistance movement against the Japanese. Paradoxically, while condemning popular Protestantism for looking like shamanism, cultural and *Minjung* theologians made conscious and explicit attempts to inculturate Christianity with respect to the Korean spirit-world. These included the work of Nam-Dong Suh, who laid claim to the Holy Spirit movement as a revolutionary force as well as to traditional concepts like *han* to express the angst of the suffering Korean people. Another example is the infamous presentation of Hyun Kyung Chung at the seventh assembly of the World Council of Churches at Canberra in 1991, in which she illustrated her feminist liberation theology of the Holy Spirit in the form of a shaman’s *gut*.

59. Ryu contributed an article to the critical volume David Suh et al., *The Phenomena and Structure of the Korean Holy Spirit Movement*.


following Yoo and Ryu, combines the broader understanding of the Holy Spirit movement stemming from the 1907 revival and links Chung’s eco-feminism with Pentecostalism as an another example of Korean “primal spirituality”. Korean Pentecostals deny any connection.

The Holy Spirit Movement and Animism: Discourses of Spiritual Power

Since the late twentieth century there have been signs of a revival, or rather invention, of shamanism. On the one hand, the traditions of the shamans have been recognized as part of Korea’s folk heritage. Consequently, their practices have become more public both for tourist consumption and also for South Koreans looking for something authentic from a vanishing past. On the other hand, some shamans have adapted their practices to capitalist society in which many of their clients are looking to become rich. Shamanism has begun to find a place in the religious plurality of South Korea especially for those looking to acquire wealth and success. Particularly since the economic crash of 1997–8 when the International Monetary Fund was called in to bail out the country, some shamans have become rivals of the prosperity teachers of Christianity. Nevertheless shaman practice is still marginal and participation is largely hidden. However, belief in many spirits – animism – remains pervasive in Korean society, and continues to be the religious context in which other Korean religions are practised. So it is appropriate to look at how Korean Christians profess their faith within a materialist and many-spirit cosmology. By examining the Full Gospel Church response to the allegations against Cho’s theology, we will gain some further insight into how Korean theology deals with the spirits of animism.

Yonggi Cho’s Full Gospel is widely available in English as well as Korean, and is translated into many other languages. Cho’s central message of the “five-fold gospel” followed the “four cardinal doctrines” of the Assemblies of God plus “the Gospel of Blessing” based on the verse 3 John 2 which, in Cho’s interpretation, promised “spiritual well-being”, “general well-being” and “bodily health”. When Cho began his ministry in the mid-1950s, health and prosperity were the primary concerns of people who had recently come through life and death challenges in the Korean War and were trying to reconstruct their lives. Lacking the means to offer practical help, Cho preached that the spiritual world holds power over the material. As South Korea became more prosperous, Cho’s


70. Regeneration, baptism in the Spirit, divine healing, and the return of Jesus Christ.


gospel for survival and healing developed as a gospel for success. In books with subtitles like “more secrets for a successful faith life”, he taught his disciples to “see by faith” in a “fourth dimension” what they wanted to achieve and then pray it into becoming reality.\(^{73}\) In response to the accusations that his ministry was shamanistic, Cho used his International Theological Institute to help him systematize and establish Full Gospel theology in mainstream Christian doctrine and academic theology.\(^{74}\) Unlike the Minjung theologians, Cho did not explicitly adopt any of the language or cultural symbols of shamanism. Instead he exalted the Holy Spirit in “the fourth dimension” which hovers over the three-dimensional world to which evil spirits, being only “supernatural” and not “spiritual”, are restricted. Believers are joined to the Holy Spirit – therefore to the heavenly Father, Creator of the Universe – through explicit confession of Jesus Christ.\(^{75}\) In this case then Cho’s theology was arguably not an example of syncretism but a legitimate contextualization of Pentecostalism in Korea.\(^{76}\) The theological development by Cho’s institute diverted attention from prosperity and material blessing to focus instead on the power of the Holy Spirit to effect real change in people’s lives. As the country transitioned to democracy, it was even possible for Full Gospel theologians to dialogue with theologians of the Minjung tradition. The overarching role of “the fourth dimension” could be described as a “holistic approach” that deals with people’s han\(^{77}\).

After a decade of debate, and some apologies and adjustments from Cho, Full Gospel theology was exonerated internationally and in Korea. In 1991 the Assemblies of God in Korea was re-united and Cho’s relationship with the US Assemblies of God was restored.\(^{78}\) In 1994 the committee of the Presbyterian General Assembly that had been investigating Cho’s theology pronounced it now to be basically sound.\(^{79}\) The Korean Assemblies of God had joined the mainline, becoming a member of the National Council of Churches in 1992. The second accusation, which came especially from the Minjung theologians or the “paternal” strand of the Holy Spirit Movement, was self-interest and a lack of social participation by the Full Gospel Church. The “fourth dimension” was heavily criticized as magical and disconnected from social, political and economic realities.\(^{80}\) However, the Full Gospel Church could argue that it was not limited to solving domestic and personal problems; it also addressed issues of poverty by its theology of blessing. Not only was poverty and dispossession the original context of Cho’s preaching, but he claimed testimonies of lives turned around through the Full Gospel Church,\(^{81}\) upward mobility for his


\(^{76}\) Anderson, “The Contribution of David Yonggi Cho”.


\(^{78}\) In 1992 Cho became the first non-American chair of the World Assemblies of God Fellowship.

\(^{79}\) Kim, History and Theology of Korean Pentecostalism, pp. 185–86.


\(^{81}\) See, for example, Charles Elliott, Sword and Spirit: Christianity in a Divided World (London: BBC Books, 1989), pp. 20–21.
congregation;\textsuperscript{82} charity work, schools and hospitals, and extensive business operations.\textsuperscript{83} This response bears out that Cho and the \textit{Minjung} theologians shared a theology of the Holy Spirit as engaged in the material world, and both shared with animism a sense that spiritual power was exercised in physical and this-worldly ways.

The \textit{Minjung} theologians’ criticisms of Cho’s theology clearly revealed the tension between the “paternal” spirituality of the elite, on the one hand, and the popular “maternal” faith, on the other. This was partly the result of the class divide within South Korea. The critics, who by and large enjoyed material blessing, appeared to be condemning the traditional religiosity of the people who aspired to it.\textsuperscript{84} However, there was another factor: the criticisms of Pentecostalism were continuous with those of \textit{gibok sinang} and revivalism in the mainstream churches going back to the early Western missionaries, and they echoed Confucian and Buddhist accusations that popular religion was “superstition”.

\textit{Developing Theological Self-understanding in a Land of Many Spirits}

Scholars of religion have naturally resisted Tylor’s conclusions that all religions should be excluded from rational thought, but they have made use of his hierarchy of religions.\textsuperscript{85} However, this relegates the study of animism to an inferior place compared to the study of “world religions”.\textsuperscript{86} By their nature as religions of a particular place, traditional, indigenous or folk religions are varied and elude generalization.\textsuperscript{87} However, animism offers a conceptual way of discussing a common feature that arises from such embeddedness in a particular natural environment: the vitality of the land and the dead, and their interconnectedness with the living. Korea provides a case study of how theological self-understanding can develop along with such a cosmology. Both the developments in Pentecostalism and in \textit{Minjung} thought in Korea are suggestive for the theological dialogue with animism.

Christian theology is not entirely distinct from animism. First, Christian belief in God’s creation and animation of the world, in the incarnation and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit itself, could itself be described as a kind of animism.\textsuperscript{88} Such affinities have encouraged the development of eco-theology since the 1990s.\textsuperscript{89} In particular, since the Holy Spirit is confessed as “the giver of life” (Nicene

\textsuperscript{82} Upward mobility is often associated with Pentecostalism. See, for example, Martin, \textit{Pentecostalism}, pp. 14–16.
\textsuperscript{87} Cox, \textit{From Primitive to Indigenous}, p. 11.
\textsuperscript{89} For an early example, see David G. Hallman (ed.), \textit{Ecotheology: Voices from South and North} (Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1994).
Creed), theologians must revise tendencies to gnosticism and dualism that separate spirit from material. In Korea, as well as other global contexts, since democratization, both Korean feminists and also Minjung theologians have turned toward eco-theology and set themselves against the “life-denying” features of global capitalism. And the Spirit has been presented as bringing about ecological well-being, holism and harmony. If there is an affinity between shamanism and neo-liberal economics, there is also one between animism and ecology.

A second reason is that the New Testament acknowledges a spirit-world. It is replete with references to demons, angels, and other powers. Being called “spirit”, the Holy Spirit is both like other entities called “spirit”, and at the same time, being called “holy”, it is distinguished from them. Since the Enlightenment, mainline Protestants especially have referred to only one Spirit and associated that Spirit with morality, rationality and progress. The negative reception in 1888 of Hermann Gunkel’s suggestion of a link between the biblical Holy Spirit and spirit-possession is indicative of the background to the missionary encounter in Korea and contemporary Protestant theologians continue to shy away from discussion of many spirits. This was evident in the reactions and debate around Chung’s presentation at Canberra in 1991. The divide evident there between a “unitive” pneumatology and a “plural” one that can take account of other spirits correlates closely with the tension between the paternal-maternal models of spirituality identified by Ryu in Korea. In South Korea, reaction from the mainline churches to Chung’s presentation was furious. In my view, her theological approach was undiscerning of what differentiates Christianity from animism and shamanism. Nevertheless, she did suggest ways in which Christian theology could make peace with Korean traditional religion. Her presentation was an early example of the potential of the dialogue of Christian pneumatology and traditional religion for eco-theology.

The debate around “Pentecostalism” and “shamanism” in Korea lays some foundations for theological self-understanding in a world of many spirits. First, the encounter of Christianity with animism need

not be a negative one because the spirits of animist worldviews are not necessarily evil – indeed many are revered ancestors. There are life-giving as well as death-dealing spirits, and also spirits who may be either friendly or hostile. Pentecostal theologians have an advantage here compared to other Protestant theologians because of their acknowledgement of many spirits but they are also disadvantaged by their demonization of them. Second, study of Korean traditional religion makes plain that animism is a pneumatological world view. In Korea, discourse on Spirit and spirits is not restricted to the religious sphere or to private life; nor is it mainly environmental. It covers all the forces experienced by human beings, including the economic and the political. In a land of many spirits, pneumatology in dialogue with animism will include scientific, economic and political use of spirits, forces and powers.

Some theologians outside Korea have recently developed pneumatology with respect to a spirit world: for example, Walter Wink applied New Testament exorcism to action for social justice and Michael Welker, in dialogue with Pentecostals, has discussed pneumatology in relation to force fields in public life. Amos Yong argues more generally that contemporary pluralism rehabilitates to some extent an earlier worldview of many spirits in reaction to the reductionism of rationalist thought. Further examples of contemporary thinking involving pneumatological plurality – religious, cultural, political, and scientific – are given by other Pentecostals and theologians from other traditions. This re-enchanted world opens up new resources and dialogue partners for Christian pneumatology. At the same time it raises important questions about the nature of spirit and spirits for the prolegomena to pneumatology and highlights the importance to theology of the Holy Spirit of discernment.

Conclusion

The initial encounter between Protestant Christianity and traditional religion in Korea came in the wake of centuries of condemnation of shaman practices as superstition by the elite and Christian assumptions that spirits were necessarily evil. However, some of the first Korean leaders and missionaries in Korea had allowed for exorcism and other demonstrations of the power of Christian faith over other evil spirits, and some of them recognized animism as a form of religion that could prepare people for Christian faith. The Korean Revival of 1907 incorporated traditional forms of spirituality and religious expectations and at the same time encouraged nationalism and belief in the “Great Spirit” (the mountain God or Hananim) in the context of threats to the nation. “The Holy Spirit Movement” that resulted from the Revival has been seen as divided into both paternal, or political, and maternal, or revivalist, strands, which became polarized during the period of military-backed governments. The maternal is a private and popular spirituality that is also suited neo-liberal economic development while the paternal is public and political in support of nationalism, resistance and social justice.

102. See articles in Kärkkäinen, Kim and Yong, Interdisciplinary and Religio-Cultural Discourses.
The criticisms of the maternal Holy Spirit movement by advocates of the paternal also raise important religious and theological questions of the relationship between spiritual and material, what is meant by “spirit”, and how to do theology in a land of many spirits; that is, about the encounter of Christianity not only with shamanism but also more generally with animism. The Western identification of shamanism in Korean Pentecostalism mostly misunderstood the Korean context in which shamanism was a term of abuse. By unpacking relevant parts of Korean history and dealing with the traditional religion more broadly, this article finds that the encounter is better described as one between Protestant Christianity and the world view described as animism. Recent developments in the study of animism emphasize its relevance to ecological thought particularly but discourse of many spirits is also being applied to the relationship between Christian theology and science, history, economics, politics and other fields.

In the encounter between Christianity and animism, pneumatology is a common factor and the spirits are plural. Their sensitivity to the spirit-world – even negatively – gives Pentecostal theologians an advantage in conceiving the Holy Spirit in a land of many spirits. The encounter of the Holy Spirit Movement with Korean traditional religion, and Korean theological reflection on this, are suggestive of how theology of the Holy Spirit may develop where there is belief in many spirits.
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